
HOW TO WASH: 

Wash the extensions from the top of your head to the bottom. Making sure to not scrub on the
beads/rows. You can get between them and rub your fingers on the scalp, but not vigorously
scrubbing. Don't take the ends and rub them on the scalp like a ball. Wash down the hair, not up.
Going up the hair will cause the cuticle to lift and make the extensions kinda puffy. To keep the
extensions fresh, you can do a faux wash, were you just wash the top of your hair. Put your
extension hair in a ponytail and leave out the top where there are no extension. In your sink wash
& condition the top portion of your hair.

HOW TO BRUSH: 

Use the wet brush to brush out the extensions. Start at the bottom and work your way to the top.
Lift up the top part of your hair where there are no extensions and gently brush down on the
extensions making sure they are smooth and not left tangled. Pick up the top row of extension and
make sure the hair between the rows is smoothed out and not going up into the extensions.
Keeping the hair tangle free is very important. The hair can mat and turn into dreads if it’s not
brushed out completely.

HOW TO BLOW DRY: 

Towel dry the hair by squeezing out excess moisture. Do not take the towel and ring out the water,
as that causes breakage. Let the hair air dry as you go about your morning routine. Then blow-dry
like normal, keeping the air flowing from roots to ends. Section out each row and make sure the
extension hair is dried at the scalp. Point the hair dryer down (using a nozzle) and get the top
portion dried to keep your extensions smooth and last longest.

TREAT THEM LIKE IT’S YOUR REAL HAIR: 

Now that you have your dream hair, think of them as your own hair. You can style them with
curling irons, flat iron them, wear your hair in a high pony tail, do an updo. They’re very easy to
work with.

TIME SAVING TIPS: 

Don’t wash your hair every day. Style your hair well the first day you wash, then maintain that curl
for the next few days. Sleep with your hair in braids or in semi loose top pony tail. This will preserve
the curl so all you need to do is touch it up and smooth out the front.
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